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Nuclear warfare is geographically distinct from other forms of warfare. On detona 

tion, nuclear weapons are instantly all-pervasive and inescapable for their targeted 

environment, while producing diffuse radioactive traces that precipitate from the 

atmosphere. The construction of nuclear weapons and the deployment of nuclear

warfare are embedded within a globalised military industrial complex that is facili-

tated by imbalanced assemblages of extraction, manufacturing and construction

(Hecht 2012). Nuclear warfare remains the antithesis of the historic close-combat 

battlefield as it transcends constrained distances and confined terrains (Gray 1999).

This almost limitless distance and speed make nuclear warfare a phenomenon of 

velocity and blurred boundaries. It is everywhere and nowhere, it transcends war 

and peace, it merges war zone and homeland, and it melds the actual and the pos- 

sibilities of the virtual (Gregory 2011; Jones and Smith 2015; Ehrhart 2017). These 

blurry distinctions are made visible by the ways that geopolitics and boundaries 

affect the likelihood and actualisation of nuclear war (Gregory 2010; Podvig 2016).

For example, the blurriness of nuclear warfare was demonstrated by US President

Donald Trump's October 2018 decision to exit the Intermediate-range Nuclear 

Forces treaty (INF), which was originally signed by Ronald Reagan and the USSR's 

Mikhail Gorbachev at the Reykjavik Summit in 1987 (White House 2018). Trump's 
decision brings the Global North's nuclear tensions both spatially and geopoliti- 

cally closer and may herald the return of intermediate-range tactical nuclear missile 

stations to Europe. It also erodes the value of existing and future non-proliferation 
and disarmament treaties, by jeopardising the precarious negative peace that exists

between nuclear weapon possessor states (Reardon 2015). Trump's motivations 

for reneging on the INF include frustrations at Russian nuclear non-compliance 
and concerns about China's burgeoning mid-range missile capacities (Miller and 
Balsamo 2018). His decision marks the end of thirty years of 'regulated' nuclear 
warfare among nuclear weapon possessor states and could also destabilise the 

US-Russian New START limitation treaty renewal in 2021 (Long 2018). While no 

missiles have been moved yet, it is clear that the geographies of nuclear warfare are 
rapidly changing. However, a critical overview of the role of the nuclear wartare
geographer has not been presented since the Cold War ended in 1991. Here, I exam: 
ine the usefulness of geographical concepts and themes for analysis of the post-Cola
War nuclear condition, while considering the needs of future scholarship.
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ar War is bounded and described by an (in)visible geography of landscapes, anen and Farish 2017). However, a deeper understanding of the geographies lear warfare can be made possible by considering the nuclear spaces and 

eotechnologies, zones, bodies and communities (Alexis-Martin and Davies 2017; 

places that are left unmapped or that ecome remapped over time. Maps can be P rate representations of nuclear space, as nuclear weapon manufacturing and sites, and the historic legacies of rewilded spaces can stubbornly remain 
testing sites, and the 

chartered terrain through ignorance or intention. The perpetual remapping and making of nuclear wartare constitute and are reliant upon a willing institutional d cultural amnesia, whereby the traces of war and industry are hidden in plain 

ur 

ar 

sight (Masco 2013). Gabrielle Hecht described the concept of nuclearity in a spa- tial sense, by considering how Objects, places or hazards become designated as nuclear" (Hecht 2012: 4, 14). It is necessary to reconsider the permanence of these concrete labels, as the structures and processes that surround nuclear warfare have a shifting and insidious spatiality and temporality (Jones and Smith 2015).This scalability extends to the very nature of nuclear warfare, when considering the recent post-Cold War revival of out-of-area limited' or tactical weaponry by Russia, China and, most recently, by the US (Rogers 2018). This represents a spatial
turn from disarmament, and a return to first-strike doctrines and the possibility of 'small-scale' use, rather than the pursuit and maintenance of negative peace through deterrence. 

Legitimisation and spaces of peace

The Global North and Global South have contrasting histories and stances towards
nuclear warfare. Nuclear weapons remain a legitimate, if irregular, type of war- 
fare for much of the Global North. While the Global North has created a cultur
of legitimacy around its weapons possession by justifying their ownership on the 
grounds of international security, much of the Global South has pushed back 

against the nuclear club by creating nuclear-free zones. The latest apogee of this 
nuclear rejection was the UN adoption of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons in July 2017, which aims to merge and expand upon existing nuclear-free 
zones internationally (Thakur 2017). Regardless, nuclear weapon possessor states

continue to portray themselves as the rightful custodians of nuclear warfare,adapt
ing their forms of intervention and dominance to the changing global context of 
risk (Ehrhart 2017). Nuclear weapon possessor states seek to preserve their claim
to power and security interests by blurring the boundaries between peace and war, 

through regulation, surveillance and new warfare technologies (Mann 1997).

A legacy of nuclear weapon possessor state dominance has been retained by post-

Old War protagonists including the US and Russia, who together hold 93 per cent 

he global warhead stockpile, including 2,o00 weapons that are kept on high ale 

Anichkina et al. 2017; Marples 2018). This demonstrates the globally imbalanced

nipolar nature of nuclear warfare, whereby the international community 

S divided into a cluster of five self-authorised nuclear weapon possessor states
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China, the US, Russia, the UK and France), and the rest of the world. This approach

prevents Global South stewards such as India from becoming internationally sanc 
tioned nuclear weapon possessors, due to historic non-proliferation treaties that 
were created by and for the Global North (Mattox 2010; Sechser and Fuhrmann

2017; Sundaram and Ramana 2018). It maintains a form of nuclear imperialism 

that does not accept the currently existing multilateral nature of the geographies of 

nuclear warfare. Historic nuclear weapon possessors still retain their status as the 

main actors of nuclear warfare, despite the influence of an ever-more globalised and 
networked world (Ehrhart 2017). Thus, the Global North has learned to operate in 
a war-law-space nexus since the end of the Cold War, retaining control and order 

through policing, fighting terrorism, humanitarian intervention and state-building, 
rather than by nuclear deterrence or conventional warfare alone (Jones and Smith

2015; Holmquist 2012; see also Jones, this volume, Chapter 7). 

The United Nations Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons was passed
on 7 July 2017, as 122 nations voted to prohibit the development, production, 
possession, testing, implementation and threat of use of nuclear weapons (Ruff
2018). This treaty demonstrated international recognition of the global nuclear 
inequalities and diversity of harm caused by nuclear warfare. However, this treaty
was not supported by nuclear weapon possessor states or their 'umbrella states,
the non-nuclear allies such as Japan or Australia, that are protected by the nuclear
warfare of others. Such umbrella arrangements contravene the treaty's overarching 
aim, as they are predicated on the continued existence of nuclear weapons (IHRC 
2018). One year later, UN Secretary-General António Guterres said that The only 
sure way to eliminate the threat posed by nuclear weapons is to eliminate the 
weapons themselves, and he launched a new disarmament agenda in September 
2018 (UNsG 2018, unpaginated). Despite much of the Global South's wishes to 
re-stigmatise nuclear weapons and re-establish the nuclear taboo through this 
new treaty, the complete abolition of nuclear weapons is unlikely until nuclear

weapon possessors and their umbrella states are willing to relinquish their weapons 
(Tannenwald 2005). This will not prevent the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons from unifying existing regional ban treaties, creating new spatial limita-
tions to nuclear weapon possessors' warfare potentials, and creating a widespread 
and connected nuclear-free zone. However, it may incentivise future deregulation 
of nuclear warfare by possessors, in an attempt to overcome these new spatial con straints. The potential redeployment of INF-prohibited intermediate-range nuclear
missiles by the US may be motivated in part by such perceived future restrictions. 

While nuclear weapon possessor states have disparagingly described nuclearfree zones as working within a limited framework and not providing major steps 
towards disarmament, these zones currently remain spatially-limiting of nuclear
weapon possessor state strategy by banning missile bases and silos across swathesof the planet. Smaller regional nuclear-free zones have been effectively maintained for decades across the South Pacific, South America and Africa. For example, tne 
Treaty of Rarotonga created a South Pacific nuclear-free zone that has been in effect since 1988, and the Pelindaba Treaty initiated a nuclear-free African continent in 
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1996 (Fisc (Fischer 1995). The New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone has been maintained by the Disar armament

laces of historic nuclear imperialism and Cold War nuclear weapons testing,

and Arms Control Act since 1987. These treaties often arise
n 

and indigenous communities were harmed by the nuclear aspirations 
here land 
the US, the UK and France (Hecht 2011). These existing nuclear-free zones

de anstrate the strength of national and international policy for creating positivepeace and restricting global networks of nuclear deterrence. 

while transnational geopolitical pushes have gradually forced nuclear weaponnossessor states to adopt new arms control paradigms, geopolitical shocks have hastened implementation at policy level. For instance, the 1963 Partial Test Ban 
Treaty (PTBT) was ratified by the US, the UK and the USSR only after the nuclear

soar-miss of the Cuban Missile Crisis (Mastny 2008). It took thirty years and the 
Cold War ending betore the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) of 1996 pro- hibited all types of nuclear weapon test. In the context of the 2017 United Nations
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, it may take a serious near-miss, or 
dangerous escalation of conflict, before nuclear weapon possessors renege on their 

nea 

existing ambitions. 

Spaces of (ir)regularity and terrorism 

The boundaries between regular and irregular nuclear warfare have become more 

diffuse over time (Ehrhart 2017). During the Cold War, nuclear weapons were 

described as regular but non-conventional technologies. They featured in routine 
military exercises, were included in war plans to compensate for mismatches in 
conventional warfare, and there was a standardised understanding of the way in 
which they were likely to be deployed (Mattox 2010). However, warfare has under- 
gone a period of irregularity since the end of the Cold War, with consequences for 

how nuclear weapons and their deployment are considered by military planners. 
Fewer forces are now trained to deploy nuclear weapons or to operate on a nuclear
battlefield. Until recently, among nuclear weapon possessor states, nuclear weap 
ons had become an irregular mode of warfare. 

However, emergent military geographies are creating changes in the perceived 

(Ir regularity of nuclear warfare. The unsanctioned nuclear proliferation of North

Korea in 2016 has ascribed a perceived need for renewed nuclear warfare prepared- 

ness by nuclear weapon possessor states. It has also normalised a bellicose geopolit- 

cal rhetoric among nuclear weapon possessors and aspirants. This (ir)regularity is 

LSO Creeping into North-North nuclear interactions, where a return to Russian-US 

STlity has been accompanied by a resurgence of civil defence and the advent of 

er-warfare. A recent de-bounding of warfare is accompanied by the blurring 

erosion of traditional geographic and normative limits (Ehrhart 2017). Thus,

minal zones between war and peace, and conversely between proliferation and 

ament, are extended. This de-bounding is present in the UK reclassification 

W-yield tactical nuclear weapons for sub-strategic use, with fresh intention 
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for use against an adversary as a way to convey a political message, warning or 

demonstration of resolve (Ministry of Defence 2007). The de-bounding of nuclear
warfare has implications for the nuclear taboo, as it has made nuclear warfare 
more ordinary and less exceptional (Tannenwald 2005). The return to regularity in 
nuclear warfare only serves to further delegitimise and highlight the increasingly 
unbounded nature of nuclear terrorism. 

Nuclear terrorism is a form of 'atmosterrorism', as it has a fundamental existential 
dimension: the vital air of our collective survival is a partial target (Howe 20o15). 
The potential for nuclear terrorism was recognised by geographers shortly after the 
Cold War (Openshaw et al. 1992). However, their focus was on targeted nuclear 
installation-based terrorism wher 
than the deployment of a terrorist nuclear bomb. Nuclear terrorism remains a 
persistent concern, but the spatiality and nature of this threat has diversified. 
Despite being rare, the dreadful imaginary of nuclear terrorism now includes
anything from direct attacks on nuclear installations to dispersal of radiological 
agents among large crowds. The unpredictability and legislative non-compliance 
of nuclear terrorism is one of the biggest challenges to arms control and nuclear
regulation (USNPR 2018). While nuclear fuel security was an initial concern, other
potential nuclear terrorism scenarios have been spatialised in four distinct ways 
by geographers (Cutter et al. 2014). Highlighted situations included the theft of a 
nuclear weapon by terrorists, the donation of a nuclear weapon by a sympathetic 
nuclear weapon possessor, the attack of in situ nuclear installations, or the manu-
facture and detonation of a nuclear device or 'dirty bomb' by terrorists (Cutter et 
al. 2014). This last was highlighted as the most unlikely scenario, despite existing
global nuclear security challenges pertaining to the theft of fissile materials (Bunn
and Sagan 2018). 

by nuclear power sites were weaponised, rather

Challenges have presented due to the security issues arising from legacy post 
Soviet nuclear sites such as Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan, and recent-acquisition 
nuclear states with diverse threats such as Pakistan. The best way to prevent
nuclear terrorism is by denying potential terrorists access to nuclear materials and 
by blocking global pathways to trade. The Nuclear Security Summit is an initiative 
that encourages an international collaborative approach to nuclear security culture
and practice (Buddemeier et al. 2018). However, participation is optional and self 
selecting, meaning that states of most concern are under-represented. Legislatory 
control also supports voluntary participation. The International Atomic Energy 
Association Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM)
came into force on 8 May 2016, and provides a legally binding international 
instrument for the control and management of nuclear material, with previously 
established measures to prevent, detect and punish radiological and nuclear crimes

(Comella et al. 2000). A further need for international surveillance and monitorin8 
is met by the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism (GICNT), a partner
ship of 86 nations and four official observers (Kalyadin 2008). This combination 
of international legislation and voluntary agreements has improved regional risk 

communication. 
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The 
Ographies of nuclear material theft are covert and therefore challenging to 

nderstand, as aderstand, as they range from social networks to the global mobilities of stolen 
unG 

aclear materials. Fissile materials go missing surprisingly regularly from nuclearnuclear materials. 

facili 
lities, with 683 theft incidents internationally from 2013 to 2016 (Nuclear

rreat Initiative 2016). An under-examined cultural element of this theft is the 
insider threat, com 

she support of outsiders. This threat is challenging to counter, as security clear

insider threat, committed by those inside the nuclear industrial community or with 

ance and pre-vetting of 'good character are required for nuclear industry workers.
Eurthermore, nuclear facilities are already subject to high-level human and envi-

ronmental surveillance. A cultural and social geography of nuclear site penetration 

testing and theft security exercises would be an unlikely study but could provide
teresting future insights into this illicit connection to nuclear warfare.

Geography and geographical information systems (GIS) are useful tools for 

mapping the human and environmental risks associated with nuclear terrorism. 

Academic studies have explored the behavioural geographies of city dwellers after

an improvised nuclear detonation (Parikh et al. 2016). These studies enable a liter- 

ally multi-layered image to be constructed of public risks and interactions. They are 

complemented by practical government risk management and emergency prepar-
edness work, notably in the US, the UK and Russia (Bartenfeld et al. 2014).

The 2018 Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons could eventually lead 
to multilateral denuclearisation, improve international relations and reduce the 
risk of nuclear conflict. However uncontrolled and unregulated denuclearisation 
poses a new set of security risks, potentially enabling material theft, terrorism and 

ilicit maintenance of an old nuclear status quo. Historical security challenges of 
denuclearisation arosein post-Soviet Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan in the early
1990s, and some lost Soviet fissile materials have never been recovered (Nuclear

Threat Initiative 2016). To improve nuclear security, ongoing international surveil- 
lance and monitoring of nuclear materials is needed, accompanied by registries of 
fhissile material quantities and types. If issues of national security can be negotiated, 
then this work could provide a comprehensive international forensic archive, a 

Changing map of nuclear mobilities for improved future security. 

Geotechnologies from cartography to cyber-warfaree 

istory is dominated by images of nuclear physicists and engineers pioneering the 
S atomic bomb, yet geographers have played a key role in the development ot 

a warfare through geotechnologies. The use of contemporary thermonuclear 
eapons is almost impossible without American, British and Soviet geotechnolo- 

ncluding geographical information systems (GIS), global positioning systems
remote sensing, and spatial modelling approaches for the control, monitor- 
he aeployment of nuclear weapons. Geotechnologies have also been used 
Cold nclear war planning, for nuclear war emergency preparedness. However,
ar cartographies have an 'image' problem. Maps have been used alongside 
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civil defence pamphlets like the British government's [1980] Protect and Survive to 
misrepresent risk and therefore manipulate an anxious public's perception of the 
risk of nuclear attack. Geographers have contributed to this cartographic scaremon
gering, producing imprecise but reassuringly solid rings of attack, from Openshaw 
and Steadman's mapping of the geography of a worst-case nuclear attack on the 

population of Britain (1982), to Bunge's frightening pacifist pamphlet, Nuclear War 
Atlas (1986), and Wellerstein's more recent playful online Google Maps mash-up
NUKEMAP (2012). The commonality that binds these cartographies together is 
the assured certainty of their cheerfully coloured concentric rings, in promising 
Doomsday with authority, if not accuracy. 

These relatable maps exist in contrast to the cartographies that followed the 
nuclear bombing in 1945 of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where 
the blast zones of destroyed cities became simplified and dehumanised to blocks 
of pink and red, black and white on maps to represent this destruction (Marshall 
et al. 1986; Fedman and Karacas 2012). These simple maps made the atrocities of 
nuclear warfare easier to process for an American military and public. There is 
considerable work needed to understand the substantial archive of nuclear war- 
fare cartography from the Cold War. Each map is cluttered with symbology and 
symbolism, imbued with meaning like an old painting. Cartographers need to 
explore these fascinating but often duplicitous artefacts and ensure that any paral- lel visual trickery and bias present in contemporary maps of nuclear warfare is also recognised and exposed.

There is much more to the geotechnologies of nuclear warfare than just maps. The advent of rocketry was geopolitically significant (MacDonald 2007). The develop-ment of spatial analysis fixed a host of geopolitical challenges through improvedmonitoring and surveillance that provided insight into covert spaces. Aerial imagerydestroyed the 'bomber gap' of the 1950s and the 'missile gap' of the 1960s, dispel-ling the myth that either the US or the Soviet Union were more technologically advanced or militarised than the other. Geotechnologies which are now common-place were first developed in military secrecy during the Cold War and have sincebeen repurposed (Corson and Palka 2004; Dalton 2013). Applied spatial modelling analysis of satellite imagery and geodatabases all advanced rapidly to make nuclearwarfare more accurate and efficient. Spying and covert practices had a signii-cant influence on the Cold War and were supported by geotechnologies including imagery intelligence collected by photogrammetry and satellite remote sensing(Corson and Palka 2004). These geotechnologies gave Cold War rivals insights into each other's conventional arms stocks, making arms control possible and reduc ing the threat of nuclear war. While insights were provided into enemy territory there were still mysterious zones that remained off limits to geotechnology, an 
their presence dwelled in the political imagination, whereby an unphotographea Siberia was one full of missile silos. New geotechnologies were developed to try 
and close these knowledge gaps and reveal ground truths and home truths. Theseincluded thermal imaging. laser range finding, digital mapping and an early tor 
of the Internet. Geotechnologies also created a vertically militarised geograpny 
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weaponised for surveillance. A nation's capacity to send a rocket 
where space was 

into enace paralleled its ability to deploy nuclear warheads across the globe. One the technological advances of the Space Race was the 1967 UN 
sible outcome of the 

er Space Treaty, which banned nuclear weapons in space, on the Moon or on bodies, and which included a directive to use outer space 'for peace- 
other celestial 
ful purposes (MacDonald 2007).

Cince the Cold War, new military technologies have emerged in geographically connected domains, including advances in human factor modelling, agent-based modelling. 3D and 4D mapping, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and drones, and 

hig data. There are digital command and control systems, anti-satellite weapons,oeospatial simulations and precision-guided munitions. This automated nuclear
warfare is reliant upon geotechnologies. Thus, we exist in a cyber-nuclear nexus, 
where we can completely simulate the testing and deployment of nuclear weaponswithout even leaving the office (Cimbala 2017). It is now possible for both nuclear
weapon possessor and nuclear weapon-desiring states to exploit monitoring and 

surveillance geotechnologies from GIS and seismography. Surveillance data can be 
manipulated to 'prove' or disprove a state's possession of nuclear weapons. It is also 
evident that systems can be hacked.

Nuclear warfare is reliant on geotechnologies to function and has therefore become 
an increasingly cyber-vulnerable domain. While initially appearing disparate and 
geographically unrelated, there is considerable intersectionality between nuclear
warfare, cyber-attack and military geographies. The nuclear deterrent itself is part 
of a larger networked system of command, control, communications, comput- 

ers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) that is heavily reliant
upon cyber-security, and that needs protection from digital threats. Cyber-warfare 
potentially has the capacity to affect the GIS and GPS used for nuclear defence, 
if these systems are not secure (Leipnik 2007; Gregory 2011; Liff 2012). While 

lacking the bombastic consequences of kinetic warfare, cyber-warfare creates an 
everywhere war when it is used as a blunt tool to attack existing systems. It has been 
described as cutting across the geostrategic domains for nuclear warfare, and as 
crossing land, sea, air and space' (Gregory 2011; Cimbala 2017). There are a vari-
ety of spaces where digital disruptions could affect nuclear warfare, from attacks
on CaISR systems to false warnings, or from fake data to information blackout. 

Conversely, digital disruption also offers potential for humanitarian hacking. and 
ne prevention of impending nuclear attack. It has been posited that in the future, 

runcial intelligence (AI) may affect and influence systems of nuclear warfare. Al is 

Cxtremely powerful and comparatively unpredictable, and could create a plethora

O unknown future risks for nuclear geotechnologies (Turchin and Denkenberger 

2018). 

Legeotechnologies can affect nuclear warfare; so too can nuclear warfare influ-

f Seotechnologies. Contemporary society is locked into digital domains, and 
iti nerable. For example, it is not always possible to make a 'hard' backup of 

8 geospatial datasets, which are stored in electronic databases on hard drives
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and other magnetic storage systems. The geotechnological consequences of an 

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) produced by a high-altitude thermonuclear explosion 

are unexplored by geographers in terms of its effects on data storage. Resilience 

against EMP could be undertaken by secure storage and maintenance of physical 

map archives, should electronic cartographies be destroyed by nuclear warfare 

Ironically, this is a specific risk for nuclear installations, which may not use cloud. 

based storage for data, to reduce risks of cyber-attack. Geographers have a crucial 

role to play in understanding this intersection between cyber- and nuclear war. 

from the perspective of (in)visible threats and their scalability, as well as the signif-

cance of this ethereal threat to a kinetic geographical system.

Materialities and landscapes 

The materialities of nuclear warfare are the tactile things which provide tangi

ble and embodied evidence, which 'make visible' the cultural consequences of 
nuclear activity in the concrete of bunkers, in the radio towers, the food stores, 

the dispersed centres of government' (Laurie 1979). Materiality also evidences the 
processes and structures that surround the nuclear military industrial complex 
Relational materiality provides explanations as to why and how nuclear weapons 

exist in their present form, and what this means in both material and conceptual 
terms (Law 2007; Bennett 2011). At a base level, the materialities of nuclear warfare
consist of concrete and steel, plutonium and beryllium, in barracks and bunkers,
missiles and silos. The physicality of these artefacts of warfare are of interest to 
geographers. These objects gain cultural and aesthetic significance through their
function and afterlives, and their relevance to the complex past, present and future
of networks and assemblages that surround nuclear warfare. Some interesting work 
has been undertaken to explore the material geographies of nuclear warfare in the 
UK by Michael Mulvihill working as artist-in-residence at RAF Fylingdales. RAF 
Fylingdales was home of the British Four Minute nuclear attack warning during the 
Cold War. His work aimed to encounter the relational materialities and lived expe-
rience of a place of civil defence and nuclear warfare (Mulvihill 2019). Mulvihill 
created tactile objects, including hand-fired clay and birch-wood warheads, while 
considering the Deleuzian assemblages that articulate disparate materialities and 
technologies, such as mass pressings of vinyl records by RCA or EMI, with their role 
in British nuclear warfare preparedness at RAF Fylingdales (Bourne 2016). Thus,

nuclear objects and materialities are not just concrete and missiles. Furthermore, 
the landscapes of the nuclear military industrial establishment may be unseen or unseeable, and traces of anti-nuclear activism lack permanence or are easily erased 
(Woodward 2014). This creates a lack of accessible materiality that is as cultur 
ally significant as the ostentatiously shiny bomb casings exhibited in Los Alamos 
Bradbury Museum. A broader ecological perspective has also been taken, to co sider the relationship between nuclear technologies, rhetoric and the more-than human community, including human and non-human animals, as a way to theorS the afterlives of nuclear colonialism as material-discursive formation. Discourse has material consequences and can justify, perpetuate and challenge the practice
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of colonialonialism through the justiication of material residues of the nuclear military industria establislishment (Endres 2018)

Geography is evide 

comesinto os into force as a way to explore and interpret the significance and afterlives of clear places and 

he claimed by nature or intentionally turned into a forgotten wilderness (see also 
Hav dick, Chapter 13, this volume). Most become unnaturally natural (Wills 2001).This has captured the geographical imagination, and there is a body of literature on o materiality and nature of the afterlives of nuclear places and spaces (Bennett

rident within the materialities and histories of landscapes, and 

spaces. Post-nuclear landscapes may be redeveloped, left in situ 

11: Masco 2013; Klinke 2015; Johnson 2017). However, more work is needed to nderstand the transformational geographies of nuclear places, the way that they 

20 

und 

denuclearise to become other things. An example of a well-studied post-nuclear landscape is Rocky Flats National Wildlife Refuge, Denver (Wills 2001; Krupar,
2011; Coates 2014; Havlick 2018). At Rocky Flats, beneath the rolling prairie grasslands, is a complex socio-environmental history and legacy of plutonium pit (trig gering device) manufacturing that began in 1952. Rocky Flats underwent a gradualtransformation from a central component of the US nuclear military-industrial complex to the ordered parkland of the National Wildlife Refuge during the 1990s 
and 2000s (Alexis-Martin and Malin 2017). The location became a Superfund site, 
as part of a national programme through which contaminated places are selected
for investment. Billions of dollars paid for a complete reconstruction and reme-
diation of the landscape, a process completed in 2006. However, the prairies of 
Rocky Flats are not yet open to the general public, despite two public tours being undertaken in 2015. Local activists contested the safety of the site in 2017. This has 
affected local community perspectives of Rocky Flats, as several Colorado school
districts have since voted to ban students from attending trips to the refuge, citing
concerns about perceived contamination risks. Rocky Flats has been studied in 
physical geography as a 'weapons to wildlife' (W2W) conversion of a militarised 
environment in Denver's 'Gunbelt' (Coates 2014); through transcultural ethics and 
queer ecologies (Krupar 2012); and through personal psychogeography and secret 
histories (lversen 2012). However, the landscape and ecology continue to evolve 
across Colorado's nuclear heritage trail. While Rocky Flats is a place of contesta- 
tions, other places remain hidden or inaccessible. Conversely, some places, such as the US Los Alamos National Laboratory, have become sites of pilgrimage and dark 
tourism.

rom bunkers to rewilded landscapes, there are cultural draws for tourists who visit 
Sites of nuclear warfare heritage. Some tourists have an interest in history, others 
want to memorialise their own experiences of working with nuclear weapons Alexis-Martin 2019). Some just want a different holiday in an era of individualism 
stagrammable moments. From war to peace, from Hiroshima to Nagasaki, 
rom Los Alamos to Nevada, from Maralinga to Christmas Island, there are many Puons for the nuclear warfare tourist (Roff 1998; Gusterson 2004; Berger 2006;

eman 2016; Sharpley 2018; Alexis-Martin 2019). Research has been under- 
ken to understand the dark tourism of civil nuclear sites such as Chernobyl. The 
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dereliction and objects within post-nuclear spaces gain new significances when 

they become a part of tourism. However, they also develop an element of theatre

by becoming repurposed and repositioned to both recreate and reinvent history,

presenting new and adjusted narratives to militarised pasts (Scott 2012). Unlike 

Chernobyl and civil nuclear tourism, post-Cold War sites are often wrapped in 

interpretative frameworks which portray nuclear weaponry and war as a feature of 

the past, avoiding discourse arising around the contemporary challenges of nuclear

warfare (Woodward 2014). It is also notable that Cold War sites are embedded in 

historic narratives within broader heritage management regimes, despite nuclear 

weapons remaining a threat.

I undertook work to understand the motivations behind the existential thanotour- 
ism of nuclear community members for the sixtieth anniversary of GrappleY, 

the first British hydrogen bomb test (Alexis-Martin 2019). This research traced

the pathways of a group of aged British nuclear test veterans, as they travelled 

to Kiritimati in the South Pacific to commemorate and memorialise their work. 

Their motivations for returning included contestation and making sense of their

past, sharing their experiences with family members, and witnessing changes to 

the landscape since their original occupation of the island in 1958. In a sense, this 

time the community was dropping concrete memorials instead of bombs. They 

attempted to retrace their pathways through a long-changed landscape, discover- 

ing relics of their time on Kiritimati. Other trip team members wished to provide
some sort of humanitarian aid to the community, bringing presents and books. This 

exceptional trip included interactions with the local community and raised ques- 
tions about indigenous people's lives and contestations, and the necropolitics and 

slow violence of the British hydrogen bomb. Further new geographies of nuclear

tourism are needed, including those of indigenous communities that are finally
able to return to visit their homelands to revisit their traditional practices, and how 
hese intersect with more generic dark tourism practices in places like the test site 

n Maralinga, Australia. 

Future war zones

It is not possible to characterise the exact nature and location of future nuclear

weapon disputes or war zones, but volatile regions with the potential for future 
nuclear conflict or proliferation include Iran, Israel, North Korea, India and 
Pakistan (Alexis-Martin 2019). Nuclear weapons are an inescapable aspect ot 21st 

century Asia, as the region contains seven states with nuclear associations acros
the spectrum of nuclear weapon status (Thakur 2o17). China is an early member or 
the nuclear club and a Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)-compliant nuclear weapo
possessor state. India and Pakistan both possess nuclear weapons but are not part 
of the NPT. However, unlike the UK and France, India and China have 'no fhirst

use' policies in place to emphasise the political purpose of their weapons. There a 
also the umbrella states of Australia, Singapore, Japan and South Korea (ONel 
2013). These states do not possess nuclear weapons but do have bilateral trea 
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arrangemne Tements that have created security alliances with the US, and they play an 

WOr 

portant role arrtant role in shaping Asia's nuclear risk (O'Neill 2013). Finally, there is the d's only NPT defector to fulfil its illicit nuclear ambitions, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea).

clear warfare is now also made spatiotemporally omnipresent by digital culture,ereating a virtual geography of social networks and nuclear anxieties, globalised misinformation and unlikely truths. While the US and DPRK presidents' vir- tal relationship on Twitter has been the first to provoke bombastic and insulting rhetoric relating to nuclear wartare, the US is also the most recent country to make movements towards more peaceful interactions with nuclear North Korea (Hayes018: Alexis-Martin 2019). It is in the interest of all states in the South East that North Korea denuclearises, to create a stable framework to manage nuclear threat(Hayes 2018). 

There is also a more quotidian risk arising for the UK's nuclear future, due to 
Brexit (scheduled to happen soon, at the time of writing). The UK will be leav-
ing Euratom and thus regulation via the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC) as a consequence of leaving the EU (UK Government 2018). This could
change the way in which the UK regulates and manages nuclear materials, at a 
geopolitically critical time. British politicians have previously found it hard to vote 
against nuclear weapons. The UK has remained a nuclear weapon possessor due to 
a culture of positive nuclearism, issues of national identity that stem back to impe rialism, and local politics regarding jobs and industry, which were reflected in the 
decisive vote for Trident renewal in 2016 (UK Government 2016). This means that 
the UK will remain a nuclear weapon possessor as it leaves the EU, while potentially also deregulating from the INF with the UJS. 

New research is emerging which assesses and geospatially models the effects of 
anticipated future nuclear wars, considering thermal radiation, blast, ionising radi-
ation, electromagnetic pulse and human perceptions, and creating a new imaginaryY 
Cartography of nuclear war (Baum and Barrett 2018; Kennedy and Crooks 2018).
nsbuilds upon a legacy of scientific models of the long-term human, climate
and environmental outcomes of nuclear war and nuclear winter, notably those of 
KODock, Turco and Toon (Robock 1984; Turco et al. 1983: Toon et al. 2017). This 
Ontemporary research is undertaken and funded by the Western nuclear weapon
SSessors in the Global North, and thus provides unadaptive representations 
tack for cities of these nations, rather than humanitarian outputs for Global 

tn places that also have nuclear vulnerabilities. This presents global inequalities 
ust in nuclear warfare itself, but also in research surrounding its consequences. 

Te Is also greater focus upon humanitarian rather than climate issues across
new models, isolating and exceptionalising climate and nuclear warfare risks, 
er than providing informed mutual feedback. However, the old cohort of global

Sele Sk modellers have recently introduced the geopolitical and social idea of 

SAD d destruction (SAD) to counter regional work (Robock and Toon 2012). 
SAD suggests that the greater global environmental and social harm and risk of 
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having nine nuclear weapon possessor states means that any place that possesses 

nuclear weapons is increasing the likelihood of annihilation, regardless of ideolo
policy or protocol. It brings together concepts of nuclear winter, climate change 
and nuclear threat to argue for the complete abolition of nuclear weapons. Much 
more work is needed though to explore the intersections between these two exis.
tential threats and their long-term impacts on humanity. 

It is also worth noting that perhaps nuclear weapons will reach the end of their
unnatural lifespan, discarded with the advent of superior technologies. The nature 
of modern conflict does not leave much space for nuclear weapons, as most military missions can instead be carried out by conventional weapons (Podvig 2016). New 
technologies mean that nuclear warfare no longer carries the same level of stigma and taboo, when compared to the force of current weapons such as the American GBU-43/B Massive Ordnance Air Blast (MOAB) that was used to destroy the ISIL- Khorasan cave complex in Afghanistan (Finkel 2017; Mashal and Abed 2017). 

Historically, geographers have had a powerful influence on nuclear warfare, from developing and providing allied geotechnologies to creating deadly civil defence cartographies during the Cold War. While former geographer and current (at time of writing) British Prime Minister Theresa May is poised with willingness to press the nuclear button (BBC 2016), there are many more human geographers who work with issues of social justice, harm reduction and disarmament. The criticalgeographer has an important role to play in presenting the dangers of nuclearwarfare and analysing their historic consequences, across a sprawling network of inequalities. Geographies of nuclear warfare need Marxist and anticolonial human geographers who can queer the bomb, who can provide a contemporary intersectional feminist perspective, and who are unafraid of anarchism. Geographers couldbe the gatekeepers of responsible arms control and disarmament. They do not have to design GIS for small-range nuclear missiles, or to represent the uncomfortable military ideologies of those who commission them to create maps. Geographers have the capacity to reveal the further hidden spatial inequalities and injustices of nuclear warfare that will doubtless emerge in the future. In an age of misinforma tion, we are reliant upon geographers and social scientists to reveal injustices, to explore geopolitics and to hopefully prevent nuclear war. 
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